HTS Mission

God's desire is to see our families individually and collectively reflect His glory through worship and service of Him (Gen. 12:3; Acts 2:39). Though HTS works to this end as an educational ministry, the mission of HTS goes far beyond providing solid academic and elective classes. **It is our intent to use education—defined as the study of God—as our mechanism and community as our context for discipleship.** The parents play a central equipping role (Gen. 18:19) in this mission. The HTS ministry is unique in that we desire to minister to the heart of both the children AND the parents! **It is the mission of HTS to create a community that comes alongside and partners with families in discipling their children—not merely to "serve the Lord", but to love the Lord their God with every fiber of their being.** In so doing, they become missional in their heart for the world around them.